
 

 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

NTP SOFTWARE SEAMLESS 
ARCHIVER FOR ECS  

 
Enterprise data continues to grow around 42% year over year with unstructured data 
making up 80%. As users go mobile and use various forms of devices, creation, storage 
and access to this growing volume of data presents new challenges to IT.  

THE CHALLENGE 
With up to 75% of data being inactive there is a significant portion of high cost and high 
performance storage being wasted. Organizations have billions and billions of files that 
can’t be deleted, are subject to repetitive backup scans and are weighing down their 
high performance storage. Traditional Scale-up NAS systems are particularly 
problematic due to the data silos they create. Moving stale data off of primary storage 
frees up space so new purchases can be deferred or eliminated, reduces the number of 
storage silos that need to be managed and cuts the backup window down. All of this 
lowers capital and operational costs while improving efficiency. Past archive solutions 
left Administrators disconnected from their data and unable to find what they needed 
when they needed it. Others have relied on proprietary technology that, once end-of-
lifed, left IT depts. on the hook for massive and expensive data migrations. 

THE SOLUTION  

ECS Archiving Service Product Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Archiving technologies are used to store many different kinds of data with a variety of 

products from multiple vendors to move data to and from applications and users to 

storage systems that are getting filled up rapidly. Organizations need a new solution 

that will offload the colder data from these systems to an even lower cost storage tier 

without requiring any changes to the ISV or workload application. 

Dell EMC® together with NTP Software has built an industry leading archiving solution 

that delivers on availability, security and cost-savings. The  NTP Software Seamless 

Archiver for ECS is a software based file archiving  engine that is designed to meet the 

needs of today’s modern datacenter, maximizing the benefits of the ECS platform and 

ESSENTIALS 

 Simplicity 
Creates a seamless connection 
between your primary storage 
hardware and ECS 
 

 Intelligence 
Allows administrators to set 
sophisticated policies that control what 
files are archived, when they can be 
moved and how they can be 
accessed. 

 Security  
Provides added security for your data 
by establishing retention and deletion 
policies, maintaining a disaster 
recovery archive and ensuring fil 
immutability 

 Efficiency 
Creates a more efficient less costly 
backup. Inactive files are removed 
from the backup cycle on an on-going 
basis meaning backups are faster, 
easier to manage and fewer licenses 
and less backup hardware is needed. 

Savings  
Frees up space on your expensive 
primary storage making it longer 
lasting and better performing. 

 Performance  
Operates in a way that is fully 
automate, highly scalable and invisible 
to end-users. 

 



does it all in a way that invisible to end-users. This intelligent file archiving system 

maximizes the value of existing primary storage by removing the burden of stale data 

wasting space and compromising performance. Dell EMC’s ECS provides a modern 

object archive that delivers cloud-scale economics for archiving, tiering, and long-term 

retention purposes.   

DELL EMC ELASTIC CLOUD STORAGE (ECS) 

As Dell EMC’s third generation object-based system, ECS is designed to manage both 
traditional and next-gen applications on an enterprise class, cloud storage system that 
provides up to 60% lower TCO compared to other public cloud storage providers.   

ECS is a multi-purpose platform that can support billions of files of any kind (object, file, 
and HDFS) and be managed as a single logical resource that spans across 
geographies. This modern object archive solution from Dell EMC delivers scalable 
economics by leveraging commodity infrastructure and a software-defined architecture 
that optimizes existing storage infrastructure to provide a low cost-to-serve.With ECS, 
you can start at a single site and seamlessly grow to a multi-site archive.  ECS delivers 
an active/active read write architecture with a single global namespace to provide easy 
access to archived content anywhere globally.   

SOLUTION FEATURES  

 Administrator Control: set permissions and user abilities through a single 

portal that allows you to configure settings by individuals or groups 

 Granular/Configurable Polices: archive from specific locations or by specific 

users.  The ECS Archiving Service also puts you in control of when the data is 

removed and how much can be recalled 

 Policy Driven: leverage intelligent policies that will move files and entire 

partitions from the primary tier in order to save valuable space and improve 

system performance via a “set it and forget it” level of reliability 

 End User Initiated Tiering: allow project managers and storage 

administrators to Right-Click Archive individual files and folders in real time 

while simultaneously shifting workload from administrators or other 

environment managers 

 Real Time: even after a file is archived, users can retrieve via an active stub 

that is so seamless there is no drop in performance or delay in accessing the 

file 

 Supports All Major Platforms: storage  systems all major players are 

supported  with our software so you spend less time worry about compatibility 

issues 

 Cloud Enabled:  NTP Software Seamless Archiver for ECS can also be 

extended to public cloud providers allowing customers to take advantage of 

public cloud providers for disaster recovery purposes. For each file moved, 

customers can have a back-up copy sent to cloud offering of their choice.  

 Collect Extended Metadata: many backups only keep a version of the file 

with no Metadata history, but our software captures author, date created, date 

modified and other important historical notes 

NEXT STEPS 
Find out more by visiting www.ntpsoftware.com and www.emc.com/ecs  
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